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The booklet by the well-known debater is a popular one because of its simple and concise approach
to the subject.
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Mr. Deedat, may God have mercy on his soul. Did a tremendous work on this book. As an
ex-agnostic, this book helped a lot choosing the right faith when I was hanging down between
Christianity and Islam. Let just say I won Muhammad and retained Jesus (PBUT both).

This book provides a clear and concise explanation of "What the Bible Says About Muhammad" with
multiple biblical quotes. You may think this is controversial, argumentative or even derogatory
towards the Bible of its followers, but really it isn't.After reading this its really got me thinking....how
could I miss this....A MUST read

As we live our daily lives each day, we face people who often don't ponder the words of their books
much and basically live their minds in prejudice. This book is an answer to debate with that. most
people don't agree with his books, because naturally, it gives logic proof against their religion. well,
let us stop for a second and think... did this author do his homework? YES, he unodubtledy
did.Forget that he's saying things reverse a religion, this author obviusly has done a great amount of
reading and research. for those who hate this books because it opposes your thoughts, well, that is
your opinion in which i find no justification for. Plenty of verses from both quran and bible, plenty of

dialogue, plenty of proof. There will however, always be those that oppose. Mr. deedat gives fine
proof and logical sense as well as an extensive amount of research, of verses in all langugaes
possible. For those of you who are willing to come out of their box and LEARN, i suggest this book.
The CHOICE: aLSO IS a book that further includes and completes this book, with further
information and points.

Amazing an eye opener for sure! May Allah bless him this book is short sweet and simple straight to
the point with the proofs I learned something new!

good for any one any religion wants to know more

Your typical Ahmad Deedat dawah material. He never ceases to amaze me with his knoweledge
and logical reasoning. May Allah bless him! This is a very good, short read. I strongly suggest it for
muslims, christians and jews.

The reference has been quote in the historical context of some one expected to followed the works
of the others prophets before

Excellent book it was is a great to read more
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